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Research Question 1: How do teachers’ discursive positioning moves mediate the delegation of 
mathematical authority, and subsequently the formation of students’ mathematical identities, in a 
mathematics classroom community? 
 

Analytic Question 1: Where, in these transcripts, can we find evidence of teachers delegating 
mathematical authority to students?  
 
Analytic Question 2: Where, these transcripts, can we find evidence of students exhibiting 
agency?  

 
Research Question 2: What implications do findings hold for teacher preparation and teacher 
professional development, in the era of the Common Core State Standards for Mathematical 
Practice (2011)? 
 

Standards for Mathematical Practice 
1 Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them. 
2 Reason abstractly and quantitatively. 
3 Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others. 
4 Model with mathematics. 
5 Use appropriate tools strategically. 
6 Attend to precision. 
7 Look for and make use of structure. 
8 Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning. 
      http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/  

 
 
 

Vignettes show some 
evidence of CC 
Practice Standard #3.  



Mr. Anderson’s Classroom  
Whole-Class Discussion: “Going up by a negative or going down by a positive?” 
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Background: This is day 5 
of a unit on recursive rules 
and slope. For the warm up, 
students are writing 
recursive rules for three 
different linear graphs. This 
is a few minutes into a whole 
class discussion about the 
warm up. They are working 
on writing the rule for the 
second graph. Moira, an 
immigrant from Somalia 
who has been in the US for 
four years, and Andy, a 
Filipina student who hold 
high academic status in this classroom, have been frequent contributors to the discussion so far. Luis, an 
immigrant from Mexico who has been in the US for three years and is re-taking Algebra, and Ignacio, an 
English-dominant Latino student, are infrequent contributors and students with typically low academic 
status.  
 

102 Mr. Anderson:  For this one ((points to number 2)) where do we start? 
103 Moira:   [Umm] 
104 Andy:  [About] 3 and a half. 
105 Mr. Anderson: Okay, about three and a half starts at. Goes up by? 
106 Andy:  Doesn’t go up by, because it goes down. 
107 Mr. Anderson:  Okay so you’re saying it goes down. 
108 Moira:  Yeah, it goes down. 
109 Mr. Anderson: How much? So we said that the coordinates for this are 0 and 3.5, so how 

can we figure that out? 
110 Moira:  Oh, it goes down easily. I can figure that out. 
111 Mr. Anderson:  ((Holds pen to Andy.)) Will you do that for us?   
112   ((Andy at board, barely able to reach the graph, drawing a triangle.)) 
113 Mr. Anderson:  And can you label the side lengths? ((Andy finishes labeling the graph.)) 
114 Mr. Anderson:  Thank you very much. 
115 Moira:  Definitely goes down and not up. 
116 Mr. Anderson:  Okay, so how can we figure out how much it goes up by? 
117 Moira: ((Exasperated.)) Down, not up! I can prove it. 
118 Mr. Anderson: How can you prove it? Show us. 
119 Moira:  I’ll put my name on it and it goes down easily. 
120 Mr. Anderson:  Go ahead, I haven’t heard [the proof] yet; please explain. 
121 Moira:  I am going to write my name on the line, and it will slope down showing 

us that the line goes down. 
122 Mr. Anderson:  So you’re saying that if I was to write my name on the line, my name 

would be going down, and that would show me that the slope is 
decreasing? 

123 Moira:  Yeah. 
124 Mr. Anderson:  Okay, that’s a good method. 
125  ((Moira writes her name on the linear graph and her name slopes down 

to the right.)) 

(0, 3.5) 



Mr. Anderson’s Classroom  
Whole-Class Discussion: “Going up by a negative or going down by a positive?” 
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126 Mr. Anderson:  How much is it going down by? Who can help me out there? 
127 Luis:  3… 
128 Mr. Anderson: What? 
129 Luis:  3 and… No no no. 
130 Mr. Anderson:  ((To the class.)) Okay, take a second and talk with your table group, 

figure out how much it’s going down by. 
131  ((Volume goes up around classroom as students engage in turn and talk. 

Mr. Anderson approached Luis and Ignacio’s table to chat. Ignacio 
subsequently goes to board, engages in quiet conversation with Mr. 
Anderson, and then writes 1.5/6.)) 

132 Mr. Anderson:  All right, so what Ignacio is telling us to do, ((Igancio returns to his 
seat)) is to take this number and divide it by this number, because this 
number is or rise and this is our run. So 1.5 divided by 6 is .25, so how 
much are we going up by? So, we are going up by negative .25. So 
Moira, who was so adamant about how this graph is going down, was 
correct, but I like to think about how things are going up. 

133 Moira:  Why? That don’t make sense; up by a negative. 
134 Mr. Anderson:  Because it’s going up by a negative, so my slope is a negative. For this 

line, my slope isn’t .25, it’s negative .25, because it’s going ((gestures 
down with arm))?...  

135 Students:  Down. 
136 Mr. Anderson:  Down. So I like to remind myself to think about that by always writing 

what I go up by. 
137 Andy:   Isn’t the rise supposed to be negative since it goes down?  
138 Mr. Anderson: Yes, so when we look at our graph, these numbers are directional, so our 

rise is actually a negative 1.5. ((Adds negative sign before.))  
139 Moira:  I’d rather just look at the line and see if it’s going up or down, it’s a lot 

easier. 
140 Mr. Anderson:  And by doing that, you know if it is a positive or a negative. 
141 Moira:  Yeah, it’s a lot easier. 
142 Mr. Anderson:  And that is a way, and you can do it. 
143 Moira:  Wow, it’s much easier than doing that and that and doing the rise and 

run, it really is. 
144 Mr. Anderson:  Well, if you can do it I applaud you. 
145 Moira:  Thank you. 



Ms. Martin’s Classroom  
Student Presentations: “Aren’t those supposed to be negative numbers?”  
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Background: Kaleb, a 9th grade 
African American boy, was a 
well-liked student who 
classmates reported they were 
happy to have as a group 
member. In this Vignette, Kaleb 
shared his method for completing 
an x-y table for the equation y = 
20 - 2x. During Kaleb’s 
presentation, Naima, a 10th 
grade African American girl who 
was repeating Algebra 1 and 
doing very well, had high social 
and academic status in the class. 
She interrupted Kaleb’s 
presentation to ask whether Kaleb had made a mistake with negatives in his table. Ms. Martin did not 
answer her directly, but instead responded by inviting a series of students to explain Kaleb’s table. 
Brayden, a 9th grade African American boy with about middle academic status, spoke out when he felt 
comfortable. Naima then backed up her claim using PEMDAS to justify her reasoning.   

 
27       Ms. Martin:  Kaleb!  
28        ((Kaleb goes up to the front of the room and starts writing in the table of 

what was problem 2 on their warm up, which refers to the equation  
  y = 20 - 2x.))  
29       Ms. Martin:  Talk, to us, Kaleb! 
30       Kaleb:   Um, well,… ((At this point, he had written 20 and 18 in the first two 

rows of the table)). The equation, y = 20. So that’s the starting value. 
And then it’s minus 2x. So, every time x increases, y decreases by 2. 

31       Ms. Martin:  ((Said a bit quietly.)) Every time x increases, y decreases by 2. ((4 second 
pause as Kaleb finishes filling out the table.)) So, you seem pretty 
comfortable with that. How do you know that... Like, what do you think 
about, to know that you start with 20? Like, when you look at that 
equation, and Everyone, can we look at that equation? Like, how do we 
know, how do we make sense of 20, where we start? 

32       Kaleb:    The y equals. 
33       Ms. Martin:  Because it’s what y equals? 
34       Naima:         But… 
35       Ms. Martin:  …We gotta add to that, though. ((1 second pause.)) Can you…? 

((Stopping mid-sentence and turning to Naima)) Yeah?  
36     Naima:  Aren’t those supposed to be... Aren’t those supposed to be, uh, uh, 

negative numbers? ((4 second pause.)) Are they supposed to be negative 
numbers? 

37     Ms. Martin:  What do you think, Kaleb? Are they supposed to be negative numbers? 
38     Kaleb:    No. 
39     Ms. Martin:  Because? 
40     Kaleb:   Because it’s... ((5 second pause, during which there is some murmuring 

and Brayden raises his hand.)) 
41     Naima:         They are supposed to be negative numbers. 
42     Ms. Martin:  Brayden, will you add? 
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43     Brayden:       Because 20 is positive. And then, it’s just going down by 2. And then it 
had been, ((inaudible)) the negative sign, in the middle of it. 

44     Naima:  But… Okay. But, you gotta do it 2x, so you’re doing 2 times zero. 2 
times zero is zero, minus 20. That’s negative. That’s negative 20. And 
keep going down. You have to get PEMDAS in order to get your 
negative numbers. 

45     Ms. Martin:  ((Back to Kaleb.)) Can you answer that question? ((4 second pause; class 
murmuring starts.)) So, 2.... 2 times 0, you’re saying, is 0? 

46     Naima:         Yep. 
47     Ms. Martin:  Yep, okay. And then, and then,… let’s check out the order; it says, 20 

minus 2 times x. So, 20 minus 2 times 0. Right? So 20 minus 0? Is still 
20? 

48     Naima:         ((Murmuring continues.)) Wait; what? 
49     Student:   Confused! 
50     Ms. Martin:  Okay, will you write... ((to Kaleb)) Can you write... plug zero in for x? 

Can you write the equation next to the table? 
51     Kaleb:   ((Kaleb rotates the paper 90 degrees, getting ready to write on it 

sideways next to the table, and then rotates it back, seemingly waiting.)) 
You want me to write what?  

52     Ms. Martin:  You know, so, y =.... 
53  ((Kaleb rotates the paper sideways again. He then writes  y =   )) 
54     Ms. Martin:  And then you’re saying... you’re plugging in zero for x, right? So 20 

minus... 
55       ((Kaleb writes y = 20 - )) 
56    Ms. Martin:  2 times zero? 
57     Kaleb:   ((Kaleb pauses.)) 2 times… What? 
58     Students: Write it! 
59     Brayden:       ((Motioning writing gesture with his pencil in air.)) 2 – times--  zero! 
60       ((Kaleb finishes writing y = 20 - 2 * 0.)) 
61     Ms. Martin:  Nice. Okay, so what do you do first? 
62     Naima:         The multiplication! 
63     Ms. Martin:  Right. 
64     Naima:         2 times zero, is zero. Minus 20, would be negative 20! ((Said with 

increasing volume.)) 
65     Ms. Martin:  ((3 sec pause; class murmuring starts.)) Someone, speak up! Someone 

who wants to talk about it. Who can give feedback on that? Jack? 
66     Jack: Um,.. you don’t subtract 20 from 0, because 20 was like, in front of the 

multiplication part. So once you do 2 times 0. That’s in the same 
problem 2 was, it would be 20 minus 0. Instead of 0 minus 20. 

67     Students:    ((Class murmuring.)) 
68        Ms. Martin:  So do you see how… where they’re located? The 20 is first? And the 2 

times zero is second? When you simplify 2 times 0, it still stays second. 
So 20 minus 0, would be what that would simplify to. Would you write 
that next to, or underneath it? Will you write 20 minus 0? Thanks for 
writing for me, Kaleb, when I'm way back here. 

69      ((Kaleb writes 20 – 0 underneath y = 20 - 2 * 0.)) 
70     Ms. Martin:  And what’s 20 minus 0? 20! ((3 sec pause; murmuring.)) Is that okay? 
71     Students:    Yes. 
72     Ms. Martin:  So the order thing, right? The 20 comes first? ((Shift of topics…))  


